DENTISTRY FROM THE HEART

SMILING MAKES LIFE MORE BEAUTIFUL
Life is full of wonderful moments: graduations, weddings, births and discoveries
…even quiet meals with friends can be precious and unforgettable. These
memory-making moments have one thing in common – your smile!

THE HAPPINESS EFFECT
Smiling can actually make every day more enjoyable by releasing endorphins
and other happiness hormones. In fact, smiling can make you healthier by
boosting both your mood and your immune system. Moreover, science shows
that smiling is contagious, so when you smile, more people around you smile
and receive the life and health-improving benefits of joy. Simply smiling
creates a happiness effect all around you!
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OUR DENTISTRY BRINGS LIFE TO YOUR SMILE!
This is why we practice the dentistry we do. We are here to help the most
damaged smiles, the most fearful people, find the confidence and lifeaffirming power of a bright, full and healthy smile.

“It’s definitely worth the drive. I love
you guys! You make everything stress
free and painless. I’d drive to the
ends of the earth to come see you for
all my dental treatment. You rock!”
– NYLA SKINNER

GENTLE, STRESS-FREE, COMPASSIONATE CARE
Many of our patients travel a significant distance, passing major cities with a
denser population of dentists, in order to come to us. Why? Central Kansas
Dentistry is known for catering to patients with major fears or major dental
problems – or both – with a careful, personal touch and masterful skill. The
results of Dr. Williams’ restorative and cosmetic work are life changing!
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WORLD CLASS DENTISTRY

I N A F R I E N D LY, S M A L L T O W N A T M O S P H E R E
When people with severe dental problems – people who want their mouths
brought to lasting health and comfort once and for all – decide to finally fix
their smiles, they come to Central Kansas Dentistry.

THE HABIT OF EXCELLENCE
“Even though I practice in a small town, I don’t believe we should be limited by small
town generalizations. I want to bring world-class dentistry to rural Kansas.”
– DR. KURT WILLIAMS
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OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:
General dental care and cleanings
Periodontal health care
Restorative and reconstructive dentistry
Crowns and bridges
Porcelain inlays and onlays
Porcelain veneers
Implants for unmatched tooth replacement comfort and beauty
Implant retained dentures and partials
Superior cosmetic dentures
Endodontics
Smile whitening
Invisalign clear braces
Emergency care
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COMFORT AND WARMTH TO SOOTHE EVEN FEARFUL PATIENTS
Not only do we offer unparalleled clinical excellence, we offer comfort,
warmth and personalized attention.
We treat people differently, avoiding the cold attitudes and stark atmospheres
that seem to be the standard of clinical care these days. Instead, we make sure
that you are relaxed, comfortable and pain free and that you feel at home in
our fun and friendly office. We take our time with you, giving you plenty of
time to talk, ask questions and voice your concerns. And we really do listen.
We consider it an integral part of your care.
This gentleness is complemented by the relationships we build with people
– when people feel truly cared for, they are less stressed and procedures are
more successful. Everything goes better when a person is less tense.
That’s why we also offer a full menu of comfort amenities, including:
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Refreshment center with water bottles, coffee, tea and juices
Massage chair and relaxation room for sedation patients
Cozy blankets, neck pillows and hot towels
Entertainment options including music, TV and movies
Call us for a tour today!

“After my experience, I would highly recommend that to anyone thinking about some
major dental work, visit with the friendly folks at C.K.D. (Central Kansas Dentistry)!”
– CURTIS JOHNSON, WILSON, KS
“I was so scared when I went in for my appointment and was so ashamed of my
teeth, but when I got there and met everyone and you all treated me with so much
respect and were so friendly, I realize I can’t wait to go back. Thank you everyone.”
– BRIAN HILL, CONCORDIA, KS
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COSMETIC AND RESTORATIV E DENTISTRY
BRINGING SMILES TO LIFE

Dr. Williams’ passion is major rehabilitative work but all aspects of his work
are completed with an artist’s eye. His aesthetic sense, his heart for people
and his love of a challenge combine to make him one of the most sought
after dentists in all of Western Kansas, especially for people who have severe
dental problems and want to get their mouths fixed right – the first time.
The process is dramatic and life changing, but as dramatic as the changes can
be, every procedure is performed with such grace and warmth that even the
most phobic of patients is put at ease.

LIFE CHANGING DENTISTRY IN ACTION

THE TRUE STORY OF A SMILE SET FREE
Cindy was so terrified of the dentist that she had put off significant, necessary
dental work for years. She simply could not bring herself to enter the front
door of any dental office. But now, she had something that motivated her –
her upcoming wedding. She finally decided that she simply would not let
herself get married with her teeth and her smile in such awful shape.
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“Our cosmetic technology and restorative ability is fantastic. You know, we can do
some miracles now that we weren’t able to do before.”
– DR. KURT WILLIAMS
After her first visit with Central Kansas Dentistry, Cindy sent Dr. Williams this message:
“I have to start out by saying a big WOW!!! You guys are more than totally awesome.
I was so freaked yesterday morning. But after I got started it was a breeze. I don’t
know what or how you do it but I can guarantee you I have never been to any other
dentist in my life as great as you and all the staff are. My appointment was a breeze.
You can ask anyone who has known me for a long time what a fear of the dentist I
have. As long as Dr. Williams is around I will continue to go to him.”
The completion of her dentistry was smooth and painless and once completed, Cindy was
able to celebrate one of her life’s most beautiful moments with a confidence and sparkle she
never thought possible before.
“You guys are so awesome… you don’t know how much you made an impression
on my life and how happy you made me. I never dreamed I would have a smile like
this! Thanks again to everyone!”
To read the rest of Cindy’s moving story, visit our website, www.cksmiles.com. If you feel
that we can give you a chance to regain your smile – and your hope – please give us a call.
We are here to sympathize, encourage, console, ease your fears, and ultimately, free your
smile and revitalize your health!
“This young lady is the exact reason that I went into dentistry”
– DR. KURT WILLIAMS
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MEET DR . KUR T WILLIAMS
Raised in Salina, Kansas, Dr. Kurt A. Williams attended the University of Nebraska –
College of Dentistry where he earned the class award for “Excellence in Operative
Dentistry.” Dr. Williams is an active member of the International Association for
Orthodontists and is a founding member of the International Association of Mini
Dental Implants. Every year since 2007, Dr. Williams has been recognized by Who’s
Who for being in the top 10% of general dental offices nationally.
To stay current with the latest trends, Dr. Williams and his entire staff routinely attend
the annual Chicago Midwinter Dental Meeting – one of the largest dental meetings
in the country. What really endears Dr. Williams to his patients, though, is not all of
the techniques that he has learned; it is his extremely gentle touch!

“My only regret is that I didn’t do this years ago!”
– T O M N E Y, G R E A T B E N D , K S
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